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Data protection privacy notice
Keen Venture Partners are committed to protecting your personal information and ensuring we respect
your privacy. When used in this notice, “Keen Venture Partners” or “we” means Keen Venture Partners
B.V. or any of its subsidiaries or related companies. This Privacy Notice explains how we will look after
and use any personal information that we collect about you. This Privacy Notice may be amended or
updated to reflect changes in our practices from time to time. We suggest that you regularly check this
page to review any change we might make in accordance with the terms of this Privacy Notice. This
Privacy Notice was last updated on 1 October 2021.
This Privacy Notice is intended to ensure compliance with European and Dutch privacy legislation and
regulations, including but not limited to, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), and the Dutch
GDPR Implementation Act (Uitvoeringswet AVG, UAVG). Capitalized terms not otherwise defined in
the text have the meaning given thereto in the GDPR.

What is personal information?
Personal information means any information about you from which you can be identified. Examples of
personal information include your name, home address, national insurance number, date of birth,
telephone number and e-mail address but it also includes other pieces of information which can be
used to identify you, either directly or indirectly, such as a cookie.

Who we are
Keen Venture Partners B.V. is the Controller of the personal information you provide to us. If you have
any questions about this Privacy Notice or the information we hold about you please contact us using
the details set out below:
Full name of legal entity: Keen Venture Partners B.V.
Email address: sara@keenventurepartners.com
Postal address: Passeerdersgracht 19A, 1016 XG, Amsterdam, Netherlands
Contact telephone numbers: +31 (0)20 240 4451
You have the right to make a complaint at any time to the Dutch Data Protection Authority, the
supervisory authority for data protection issues. Notwithstanding your right to lodge such complaint
we would appreciate the chance to deal with your concerns before you approach them, as such we
kindly request you to contact us in the first instance.
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What types of information do we use?
We collect information in the course of providing our financial services to you. The information which
we collect, use, store and transfer about you are:
•

Employment details (job title, company name, address etc.);

•

Payment information (bank account, credit card or other details);

•

Educational history;

•

Employment or work history/background;

•

Information on trading or other financial activity;

•

Contractual/contact information (i.e. our ‘history’ together – services provided or discussed);

•

Instructions or requests (for example if you ask for investment advice or to carry out a trade);

•

Financial information (financial position and history);

•

Documentary data (things can include passport or drivers licence or other forms of
identification);

•

Public records (or openly accessible data) such as the Electoral Register;

•

Social and or demographic (profession, work, goals, nationality, income or family situation)

•

Historical information i.e. previous names and addresses;

Keen Venture Partners does not generally collect or process your special categories of personal data.
Should we need to do so it would be because:
•

The Processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation;

•

The Processing is necessary for the detection or prevention of crime;

•

You have made specific data public; or

•

We have obtained your consent prior to Processing such data.

Consequences of not providing some types of information
Where we need to collect your personal information by law, or under the terms of a contract we have
with you, and you fail to provide that information when requested, we may not be able to provide the
goods or services you asked for. In this case we may have to cancel the product or services but we will
tell you if this is the case.

How do we collect information about you?
Typically, Keen Venture Partners will collect information from you when you contact us directly or
provide information in order for us to provide our products and services. We collect information from
and about you in the following ways primarily through direct interactions when you give us your
personal information by filling in forms or during correspondence with us. This includes when you:
•

Subscribe to our funds; or

•

Meet with us in person or talk to us face to face.
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How we will use your personal information
We only obtain, use and keep personal information where we need it for a specific purpose. We set
out in the table below the ways in which we plan to use your personal information. We are only able
to use your personal information if we have a proper legal reason or basis for doing so. This is called
a legal basis and the regulations require that we have a legal basis so that your privacy is protected.
Most commonly we will use your information in the following ways:
•

We have a contract directly with you. For example, we manage a fund for which you are an
investor in accordance with the constitutional documents of the fund.

•

We have a contract with the company you represent and have a legitimate interest to process
your information. For example, we manage a fund for which you act as a representative and
need to process your personal data to conclude and execute the agreement and manage the
investments on behalf of the company

•

We have a legal obligation. We need to use your personal information to comply with laws
that assist in the prevention of financial crime and to comply with regulatory obligations. For
example this might include confirming your identity and source of wealth, as well as ensuring
we provide you with necessary information so you understand the risk of the financial services
we can provide.

•

We, or a third party, have a legitimate interest in processing the information and your interests
and fundamental right do not override those interests. For example, processing your
information to source deals.

We set out in the table below all the ways we plan to use your personal information and the legal bases
we rely on to do so. We also explain what our legitimate interests are where appropriate:

Purpose

Lawful basis for processing including our
legitimate interests

To facilitate investment into our funds and co-

To fulfil our contact with investors

investment opportunities and comply with our
obligations as manager as set out in the
constitutional documents of the funds.
To facilitate investment into portfolio companies

To fulfil our investment agreements with

and provide advice and assistance to help our

management companies

portfolio companies grow.
To acquire and exit investments

To fulfil the purchase or sale agreement
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To purchase services from our suppliers

To fulfil our contracts with suppliers

To comply with our KYC and customer due

To fulfil our regulatory obligations

diligence obligations.
We process the personal data of a wide variety

Necessary for our legitimate interests – to

of business contacts for the purposes of

conduct the business of a venture capital fund

conducting key parts of venture capital business,

manager

such as fundraising, generating deal flow, and
recruiting management teams.
We will only use your personal information for the reason for which we collected it. We will only use
it for another reason if we believe that new reason is compatible with the original purpose. If we do
need to use your personal information for a non-related purpose we will tell you about it and explain
the legal basis which allows us to do so.

Who we share your information with
We may need to provide information to third parties for a variety of reasons, for example, we may need
to provide information to assist in the detection or prevention of crime or for the purpose of
safeguarding national security. Please refer to the table in the section ‘How we will use your personal
information’ which explains how we use your data. The third parties we share your information with
are as follows:
•

The funds you are invested in

•

Our service providers such as accountants, fund administrators, compliance consultants,
professional advisers and lawyers

•

Counterparties to a transaction

•

The investment vehicles to which KEEN Venture Partners (envisages to) makes any capital
commitment

•

(regulatory) authorities (such as tax authorities, financial intelligence units and supervisory
authorities), competent courts, governmental bodies

Sending your information outside of the EEA
The regulations which have been put in place to protect your privacy apply throughout the EEA. The
EEA is the European Economic Area which includes all the countries in the European Union plus Iceland,
Liechtenstein and Norway. This means that any country within the EEA must meet the same privacy
standards as the Netherlands. All the personal information that we hold about you will be processed
in the EEA.

Storing your information
As a financial services provider we will typically have a contract with you and will need to keep your
personal information (updated to ensure accuracy) to fulfil our contract. We also need to comply with
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EU and Dutch law, which often requires us to keep certain records - which will include certain personal
information – for several years. In general, we shall keep personal data related to any contracts with
you or the company you represent and investments during the lifecycle of the contract or Investment
and for 7 years after termination thereof.
Our policy is to keep records on prospective investors, management teams and other business contacts
for a period of 5 years after our last contact or sooner if you inform us that we may no longer store your
personal data for these purposes. We may wish to contact long standing contacts about a particularly
relevant opportunity in the future, and in the context of venture capital and private equity business
there is no way to predict when such an opportunity might arise.
We will ensure all records are safely destroyed if we no longer need to retain them. We review our
retention periods for personal information on a regular basis. We will tell you if we change the retention
period. The aforementioned retention periods may be extended in the event that this is necessary in
order to safeguard our legal position or to defend our rights, e.g. in the event of a legal dispute or where
necessary to determine, defend or exercise our legal rights and position.

Your rights
You are provided with a number of different rights under the data protection laws in relation to your
personal information. These allow you:
•

To access your information;

•

To request we correct your information;

•

To request that we erase your information;

•

To object to the processing of your information;

•

To request a restriction in the processing of your information;

•

To request a transfer of your information;

•

Lodge a complaint with the Dutch Data Protection Authority; and

•

To withdraw your consent.

If you wish to exercise any of these rights please call us on +31 (0)20 240 4451, email
sara@keenventurepartners.com or write to the Head of Compliance at Passeerdersgracht 19A, 1016
XG, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Please note that you will not have to pay a fee to access your
personal information or to exercise any of the other rights. We may, however, charge a reasonable fee
if your request is clearly unfounded, repetitive or excessive or we may refuse to deal with your request.
We may also need to seek further information from you to confirm your identity before we release any
personal information. This does not affect your right to make a complaint.
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